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ABSTRACT

Approach to the study or rural service development is often both development indicators are interchangeable. Moreover, the two studies are closely related and could contribute one to another. A confusion also exists in the wording of the concepts of social service and economic service function. As such, the study of service development should have a great care if the study implications in which sectoral action planning should follow-up.

INTRODUCTION

Each person, in principle, demands on a more or less similar basic service to support their life and activities. Only then the quality and quantity as well as variety of services grow differently from person to person and from place to place, in line with their respective level of development. This can be seen clearly, for instance, by connecting service facilities in rural and urban areas, or in developed and less developed countries.

In comparison with urban people, a long list can be made easily on the lack of rural services such as health and education, drinking water supply, electricity, energy, information, road, transport, market and finance institution, etc. Analyzing the cause and effect of the existing diversity and the pattern, have led to the formation of theories such as location theory of von Thunen, rank-size rule developed by Felix Auwaeth, and the Christaller central place model and its extension by Auguste Louch (Gagger, 1972). By investigating the characteristics of the present services, a hierarchy of regions can be structured, at least three-tiered hierarchy, consisting of regional cities, district towns, and locality towns (ESCAP, 1979).

This article is not meant to go in this hierarchization method nor to concentrate on service centres study, but to assess methods appropriate for identifying the level of basic service development in rural area.
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REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND THE GROWTH OF SERVICES

The availability of service facilities in an area, as seen from its initial establishment, could be the functions of either autonomous development or government intervention. In few cases it could be a cooperation among both parties. Autonomous development functions of services may be formed in an area earlier than the government intervention. It is because the growth is accelerated by the development potential of an area. To discuss this aspect farther, it is unavoidable to group for the history of early settlement establishment.

It has been generally known that agriculture was the first stage of economic activity and therefore land was basis of economy, life, culture, family structure and politics. In this regard, early settlement was grown up in agriculturally potential land area. It is then followed by the growth of services. The history records that trade and commerce services, and government institution started and grew in the area (lowland) where the land is fertile for the purpose of agricultural activity and is supported by the available irrigation (river) facility. As time goes by, this area diversified activities and services. Autonomous development function is non-government function and in its early establishment tended to have a rather social orientation. Nowadays, they are more commercially-oriented though the reason is still the same, i.e. to fulfill the demands on socio-economic services.

Government intervention function could be the continuation of the autonomous in an area that does not have or the available service facility is no longer sufficient. In general there is a tendency that the already formed services centres absorb much government intervention and investment as compared to the area having lower order of services. Urban area will require more investment and government intervention to provide service facilities than rural area. It is because the demand on service and infrastructure facilities in qualitative and quantitative terms of the high order area grows fastly as compared to the lower one. Essentially speaking, the economic development in an area will link together with the development of service facilities. The availability of services, then, will stimulate further economic development. Therefore, the policy on regional development goes hand in hand with the provision of social and economic services.

This discussion implies that though there is effort to give first priority on equal distribution of services, it should be realized that the gap of different order area will still exist. It is because not every service is feasible for every area. This is one factor causing a massive rural-to-urban migration which in turn the destination area of migration will require more investment to enlarge and establish services directed to serve those migrants.

THE NECESSITY OF CLEAR CONCEPTS

The grouping of services into category of social and economy needs to be clarified. In many cases, service facility seems to have social and economic components and they are frequently difficult to be differentiated. Educational facility, for example, could affect economic development by means of developing skill man-power. But it also contains social benefit to those who get education. Hence, the common denominator of group should be identified in the grouping. In this respect, Ceylon (1982)

suggests to point the obvious implication or the more direct implication of the services.

Still some aspects of service bewilders enough to be classified into those two broad categories, i.e. road, transport, water supply, energy, electricity and others. There will be no problem if they are established for specific purpose. Water supply, for instance, can be used for irrigation or for drinking water. In this case, their implication is obvious. Otherwise, a detail (sample) survey on what major implication the services bring, is needed to find out whether they function more economic or social service. However, this is no need to be polemical nor a troublesome matter. For the sake of general assessment, they can be grouped under infrastructure service or socio-economic supporting services.

It is noteworthy that this types of study should be linked to sectoral action planning. In this respect, it is important to clarify the service into sectors respective to government (department) institutions. Therefore, presenting one value of socio-economic index would be useful for general assessment of service development in an area. But it is difficult to be absorbed by sectoral office to perform further action. It is ministry of trade that should establish market, or ministry of energy that should extend electricity network, or finance bureau that should establish financial institution, the index does not provide any answer.

A conclusion and misinterpretation can take a shape in deciding whether an aspect is service function or activity function. A factory or rural industry can be confusingly counted as economic service although it is just an activity such as agricultural work, officers and the like. One thing that somewhat clear is that service facility is related to institution nature. Natural and human resources, production and activities should not be marked as services. Combining service facilities and other aspects could be applied as indicator to assess regional development (ITC, 1988).

IN SEARCH OF SOUND SERVICE PARAMETERS

Put cinema in the list of rural service facilities to study basic service development, the result will be all for rural areas situation such as in Indonesia. When it comes to data processing and analysing this situation is simply interpreted as low level of service development. Then a recommendation is proposed to improve entertainment facility in the form of cinema in rural areas. There will be no excuse for such recommendation. Without feasibility study, just by the air cost-benefit analysis project will not be feasible. Everybody needs everything but not everybody could afford to use everything. Behind a service facility there is a minimum requirement to sustain the life of the service. There is expenses that should be borne to keep the service survive. Therefore, knowing the general characteristics of the area is one important thing in selecting parameters.

Another important aspect is knowing the characteristics of services. There is a government program or project to equally distribute a service as a function of area or number of population. In this light there is possibility that the result will be similar for one village to another.

The term basic in basic service facilities is a relative concept respective to regional development. In a well-developed area, a service can be classified as basic whereas in the less developed one this service facility can be a luxurious type. As a
planning is a continuous process to bring improvement, there should be a courage to pick a bit higher level of services and included into basic criteria. The discussion in this chapter is directed to highlight approach of the selection of sound service parameters so that the study can give answer which area fulfill their basic service demands and which does not, with reference to a more or less similar characteristic of area termed as rural.

METHODS ASSES DEVELOPMENT OF SERVICES

Three methods of measurement are identified here, from a relatively crude method to a more fine one. They are methods of: (a) availability, size of availability and function of availability.

Availability method is a crude form to assess the availability of services in an area simply by noting the absence or presence of a function and assigning the value accordingly. The presence of service will be assigned value 1, and the absence is valued as 0. Thus, this method is in line with the application of Gunalan’s scaling in hierarchisation (ESCAP, 1979: 115). This method does not take into account the relative importance of a function nor its size or the number of presence.

Size of availability method, as the name indicates, counts the number of total unit that is present. The presence which is assigned value 1 in availability method, in the size of availability method is traced its total unit. Instead of 1, it could be 2, 3 or more. This method is in line with Scoglam method (Roy et al., 1977: 10).

The function of availability method covers the presence, the size, the potential capacity, the actual usage, and the load of potential user. The presence and the size of availability has been discussed in the stand two method. The potential capacity indicates supporting characteristics of each present service facility. Capacity of agricultural product storage, for instance, can be expressed in the volume of storage building. Public health service can be approached through its capacity, e.g. from number doctors, number of paramedics, etc.

The actual usage means a real number of respective service user that make the use of the present service. In this light the ratio of the number of attendence per unit of public health or the number of patient per doctor, or the number of patient per paramedics, represent this term.

In case of difficulties to get statistical information of actual user of service facilities, a more general approach termed as the load of potential user can be used. In this method a broader parameter is applied, e.g. number of population in a village, number of farmer, number of eligible couple, etc. In this regard, number of farmer per shops selling agro-input, number of eligible couple per family planning clinic, number of population per public health units, etc. shows the potential user of services or the load of service facility to accommodate potential user.

WEIGHTING: APPROACH TO EFFECTIVENESS OF SERVICES

Weighting is applied to differentiate the value of similar type of service, but having different grade. Daily market and weekly market, each of it, is given value 4 and 2 accordingly. Daily market is valued higher than weekly market. Health facility consists of medicine supply post, small policlinic with a doctor and public regional hospital is assigned score 1, 2, 3 and 5 respectively (BA/PEDA/IDAP, 1984 : 36). The weighting system as applied in Mahaweli Ganga Project gives a gradual score 1, 2 and 3 for services. Education covers university and its equivalent, senior secondary schools, and junior secondary schools are assigned scores 1, 2 and 3 (ESCAP, 1979: 115).

Weighting method applied by IDAP (1986) differentiated the grade respective to the model of social equity and economic growth. A service facility has two different values according to social equity and economic equity grading model, for instance; weekly market and daily market are assigned scores of 5 and 6 in social equity model whereas in economic growth they are 4 and 5 successively.

Though the different weighting methods as discussed above produce different value, the common starting point can be identified, i.e. the value represents the effectiveness of certain service function to achieve its establishment mission.

TO PRIORITIZE: CONTROLS VARIABLES ARE USEFUL

For comparative purposes, the total score of each service or each area using certain method as has been discussed, can be classified into developed, intermediate, and less developed classes. When this grouping has been performed, the development priority can be recommended toward the group of least developed.

This priority can be enhanced further by considering the accessibility to service. This accessibility approach can help to clarify some peculiar finding. It is possible that a rather better off village has a similar service development level to the one that socio-economically rather lower. It is because the rather better off village is located close to (sub) district town. Therefore, a service facility which is not present in the area can be assessed from the close town service.

Accessibility in this study covers internal and external ones. Internal accessibility is limited to the access to the services which is present inside the administrative boundary which depends on the level of study. It is proposed to measure the distance of the service present service to the furthest settlement (in this case is hamlet for village level study). It can be assumed that the rather the distance lower the internal accessibility is. Therefore, priority of development should given to this low internal accessibility area.

External accessibility refers to the access to service that is available outside the area. To measure the distance, it seems more appropriate to highlight the external service commonly used or the closest one. The distance is again measured from the furthest settlement to the closest external service. The longer the distance, the lower the external accessibility is, and so the priority of rural service development should be given to this area.

SEQUENCE OF THE STUDY OF RURAL SERVICE DEVELOPMENT

In this part, aspects discussed in the former discussion are presented in the following scheme.
CONCLUSION

The study to assess rural service development offers big opportunity to apply a wide variety of methods and concepts. However, there is a requirement to back up the methods and concepts used with clear and rational arguments. It is because a lot of aspects can be directly or indirectly related to the service function and need to be carefully considered. It is important that the result of the study should capable to pinpoint a weak point of service in an area to advocate government sectors further action.
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